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Stressor Reflections and Elite Athlete Psychological Well-being and Ill-being: Cross-

2

sectional and Experimental Tests of Self-Distancing

3

The sporting environment is characterised by numerous potential stressors for

4

athletes, which may occur in training (e.g., team atmosphere and support, coaching

5

interactions; Arnold & Fletcher, 2012; Hanton et al., 2005) or competition (e.g., risk of

6

injury, ability to perform; Mellalieu et al., 2009) settings or because of organisational factors

7

(e.g., competition format, career transitions; Arnold & Fletcher, 2012). Psychologically,

8

stress occurs when individuals assess the associated demands of a potential stressor (i.e., an

9

event that represents risk for disruption of optimal functioning; Cohen et al., 2019) as

2

10

outweighing the personal and social-contextual resources available to them (e.g., Hobfoll,

11

1989; Lazanis, 1999). Athletes’ volitional efforts to regulate their thoughts, feelings, and

12

behaviours when confronted with stressors have important implications for performance

13

(Hase et al., 2019; Sammy et al., 2017), mental health (e.g., Laurin et al., 2008), and injury

14

(e.g., Singh & Conroy, 2017). It is therefore essential that athletes are able to self-regulate

15

their engagement with stressors to optimise learning, development, performance, and well-

16

being. Stress regulation interventions informed by a transactional perspective of stress

17

(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) typically target athletes’ psychological interpretations of

18

stressors or building capacities of individuals (e.g., self-regulatory skills) and/or their

19

environment (e.g., access to counselling). Such efforts often adopt a “one size fits all”

20

approach in which individuals are taught specific skills thought to be effective for all people

21

and all types of stressors. We test an alternative, yet complementary approach in which

22

athletes engage proactively with stressor experiences as a means by which to maximise the

23

individualisation of stress regulation efforts. Methodologically, we address limitations of past

24

research (e.g., underpowered studies) to generate new evidence regarding stress regulation

25

efforts for athletes in ways that will advance theory (e.g., role of meta-cognition, boundary
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conditions and mediating effects) and practice (e.g., individualisation of strategies and

27

techniques).

28

Stress Regulation Interventions for Athletes: What is Currently Known?

29

3

An integrative understanding of the effectiveness of stress regulation interventions for

30

athletes is limited to a narrative review of the literature (Rumbold et al., 2012). Accordingly,

31

a statistical synthesis is warranted to provide insight into the magnitude of effect and extent

32

to which the effects generalise across contexts. Accordingly, we systematically reviewed and

33

meta-analysed randomised controlled trials of stress regulation interventions on athletes’

34

performance and their perceptions of psychological stress (https://osf.io/qjtfv). The overall

35

effect of stress regulation interventions on performance was moderate in magnitude (65 effect

36

sizes, k = 21, N = 2022; g = .56, se = .16, 95% CI = .19, .84), yet was small in magnitude and

37

statistically inconsequential for psychological outcomes (28 effect sizes, k = 10, N = 787; g =

38

.35, se = .23, 95% CI = -.12, .81). Stress regulation interventions assessed in the meta-

39

analysis included cognitive (n = 3), relaxation (n = 2), biofeedback (n = 5), multimodal (n =

40

7), mindfulness (n = 5), and meditation (n = 1). Moderator analyses indicated that

41

intervention effects on performance were significantly stronger when assessed at long-term

42

follow-up (g = 1.32, 95% CI = .78, 1.86) rather than immediately post-intervention (g = .44,

43

95% CI = .15, .74). Despite these promising findings regarding the pooled effect on

44

performance, prediction intervals indicated a 95% chance that the effect of a new study will

45

lie between -1.00 and 2.03 for performance and -1.10 and 1.80 for psychological outcomes.

46

Essentially, the prediction intervals suggest that the likely effect in future trials is noisy or

47

imprecise and potentially in the opposite direction to the overall pooled effect.

48

Our narrative review of this body of work identified several important considerations

49

for the interpretation of these meta-analytic data and future research on the effectiveness of

50

stress regulations interventions with athletes. First, there was a reliance on a one size fits all
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51

approach to stress regulation interventions, with the majority of the programs characterised

52

by a broad array of self-regulation skills and strategies, even for the interventions we

53

categorised as targeting a single substantive area. For example, relaxation programs often

54

complemented traditional relaxation techniques such as breathing exercises, progressive

55

muscle relaxation, and yoga with cognitive-based strategies such as coping and positive self-

56

talk (Kramar, 2008; Pelka et al., 2017; Whitmarsh, 1992). Further, researchers often

57

presented the same material (e.g., workbooks) to all participants; by doing so there was little

58

to no individualisation of interventions to athletes, which is inconsistent with

59

recommendations such as those reported in the Template for Intervention Description and

60

Replication (TIDieR) checklist (Hoffmann et al., 2014). Second, the quality of reporting

61

intervention components was often vague and lacked specific details on the active ingredients

62

of the programs and, where relevant, how theory informed the nature of the intervention. The

63

absence of this information limited our ability to draw conclusions on the processes by which

64

stress regulation interventions influenced human behaviour. Third, the overall quality and

65

therefore certainty of evidence was low due to serious concerns regarding risk of bias (e.g.,

66

randomisation poorly described), large heterogeneity, inconsistency in point estimates and

67

non-overlap of several confidence intervals, and some reporting bias as we were unable to

68

access data for four eligible studies. Perhaps most importantly, sunset enhanced funnel plots

69

indicated that statistical power of eligible studies was poor (22.4% for performance and

70

24.4% for psychological outcomes), presuming a true effect of g = .50 (Kossmeier et al.,

71

2020). For these reasons, there remains a need for additional research on stress regulation

72

interventions with athletes that alleviates these substantive, methodological, and reporting

73

concerns.

74

Engaging Proactively with Stressor Experiences via Systematic Reflections
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5

Our systematic review revealed that existing work has focused primarily on equipping

76

athletes with skills presumed to be effective for regulating stressor experiences. Given the

77

prevalence of stressors in the sporting environment, leveraging stressor experiences as a

78

means by which to acquire and refine self-regulatory skills and strategies represents an

79

untapped approach that could benefit athletes. Exposure to stressors alone is insufficient for

80

optimising the likelihood of resilient outcomes; engaging proactively with stressors via

81

introspection and self-reflections is key in this regard (e.g., Crane, Searle, Kangas, et al.,

82

2019; Richardson, 2002) because it fosters psychological skills and strategies that promote

83

resilience to future stressor experiences (Crane, Searle, Kangas, et al., 2019; DeRue et al.,

84

2012; Fletcher & Sarkar, 2016). Self-reflection is a meta-cognitive approach whereby

85

individuals evaluate whether their self-regulatory processes enacted during past experiences

86

align with their values, and learn from this process how best to manage future similar

87

situations (Anseel et al., 2009; Ellis et al., 2014). This meta-cognitive approach differs from a

88

purely cognitive strategy in which mental processes (e.g., attentional engagement or

89

distraction) are implemented to regulate one’s thoughts to achieve a goal (Cameron & Jago,

90

2013).

91

In their Systematic Self-Refection (SSR) model, Crane, Searle, Kangas and

92

colleagues (2019) formalised one conceptualisation of this meta-cognitive approach as a

93

means by which to strengthen individual resilience via a number of means. These include

94

self-awareness of emotional, cognitive, and behavioral reactions, and the situations that may

95

trigger these reactions; self-evaluation of the effectiveness of coping and emotion regulatory

96

strategies, coping resources, and beliefs; and self-development or improvement of one’s

97

potential for action in alignment with their values and goals. Operationally, the approach

98

encourages self-reflective practices following stressor exposure with regard to one’s (1)

99

cognitive, emotional, and behavioural responses to situational triggers; (2) values and goals in
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100

relation to the stressor; (3) strategies applied to address the stressor; (4) evaluation of strategy

101

effectiveness in relation to one’s values and goals; and (5) constructive adaptions of one’s

102

strategies to improve their coping and emotion regulatory approach for future stressors.

103

Experimental research with university students (Crane, Kangas, Karin, et al., 2020),

104

employees (Crane, Kho, Kangas, et al., 2020), and military cadets (Crane, Boga, Karin, et al.,

105

2019) provides preliminary support for the effectiveness of this systematic approach to

106

stressor reflections in terms of reduced anxiety, depression (Crane, Boga, Karin, et al., 2019),

107

negative affect, and task-related stress (Crane, Kangas, Karin, et al., 2020) and stable levels

108

of perceived stress during increased exposure to stressors (Falon et al., 2020). This

109

experimental evidence also offers preliminary support for the range of beneficial outcomes

110

possible from engaging in systematic self-reflection, and the effectiveness of this approach

111

across contexts.

112

Initial evaluations of the SSR approach are promising, yet there remain several

113

important considerations for ongoing work in this space. We focus on two considerations in

114

the current study. First, there is a need to examine the extent to which the effectiveness of

115

SSR generalises to new populations and contexts, given much of the available evidence stems

116

from work in military settings (Crane, Boga, Karin, et al., 2019; Crane, Rapport, Callen, et

117

al., 2019). We focus on elite athletes because the SSR approach aligns well with the

118

overarching framework of ‘plan-perform-review’ widely adopted in sport settings and the

119

prevalent nature of stressors in training, performance, and organisational contexts in sport.

120

Second, there is a need to consider the nuances of the reflection process that might optimise

121

outcomes for individuals, given the inconsistent findings of systematic stressor reflections

122

with regard to immediate and long-term effects (Crane, Boga, Karin, et al., 2019; Crane, Kho,

123

Kangas, et al., 2020). We consider the vantage point or lens through which people enact

124

systematic reflections as one possibility in this study. Existing applications of the SSR
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125

process required individuals to adopt a ‘self-immersed’ perspective in which they reflect on a

126

stressor experience from a first-person point of view on specific situational details as if one

127

were reliving the experience. Self-immersed reflections of negative experiences are known to

128

narrow thinking (Grossmann & Jowhari, 2018), cue negative emotionality, depressive

129

symptomatology, and distress (Tackman et al., 2018), and enhance physiological stress,

130

emotional reactivity, and vulnerability to rumination (Kross & Ayduk, 2017). Self-distanced

131

reflections, in contrast, prompt individuals to consider stressor experiences from a third-

132

person perspective in which they ‘step back’ to remove themselves psychologically from the

133

event to focus on elements from the experience most salient to their broader, abstract goals

134

(Kross et al., 2005; MacGregor et al., 2017; Rees et al., 2018). In so doing, people are well

135

positioned to view the situation constructively and with ‘eyes wide open’ rather than focus on

136

the highly arousing features of the experience. Observational and experimental evidence

137

supports the adaptiveness of self-distanced reflections in the short- and long-term in relation

138

to cognitive (e.g., increased reconstrual and decreased recounting), and emotional (e.g.,

139

reduced negative emotionality and momentary distress; for a review, see Kross & Ayduk,

140

2017) outcomes.

141

Systematic Stressor Reflections and Psychological Ill- and Well-Being

142

The SSR approach is designed to orient people towards the challenge appraisal

143

pathway as a means by which to engage adaptively with stressful experiences (Crane, Searle,

144

Kangas, et al., 2019). Engaging in systematic stressor reflections fosters individualised,

145

adaptive coping via the development of self-awareness, self-evaluation, and self-development

146

(Crane, Searle, Kangas, et al., 2019). The key distinguishing feature of SSR from existing

147

stress regulation and resilience training is the individualised approach to the identification

148

and application of personalised skills and strategies. Essentially, as individuals engage in the

149

process of self-reflection they maximise opportunities to identify strengths and limitations of
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150

their coping and emotion regulation in response to stressors, and as a result learn to seek out

151

and formulate new strategies to cope with future stressors (Falon et al., 2020). In this way,

152

individuals are empowered to figure out what works for them and identify areas for

153

improvement that align with their own needs and personal values. As one general indicator of

154

resilience functioning, individuals who engage in SSR are best positioned to maximise

155

psychological well-being and minimise psychological ill-being (Crane, Searle, Kangas, et al.,

156

2019; Crane, Kangas, Karin, et al., 2020; Crane, Kho, Kangas, et al., 2020). For the purposes

157

of this study, we defined well-being and ill-being as the subjective experience of positive

158

mental health or poor mental health, respectively (Marsh et al., 2020). This conceptualisation

159

aligns with the well accepted view of mental health as lying on a continuum from languishing

160

to flourishing (Keyes, 2002; 2005). We therefore focus on these two indicators of human

161

functioning as primary outcomes for our tests of the robustness of the SSR approach.

162

An important consideration for experimental or interventional research concerns the

163

mechanisms by which the manipulation or intervention exerts an influence on the primary

164

outcomes. In this study, we examine coping insight as one potential mediator of the effect of

165

SSR on psychological well-being and ill-being. As a psychological concept, coping insight

166

reflects the degree to which individuals are consciously aware of existing capacities or

167

resources available to them and their strengths and weaknesses for dealing with stressful

168

circumstances (Grant et al., 2002; Padesky & Mooney, 2012). Broadly, insight is considered

169

a valuable outcome of meta-cognitive processes because it is positively associated with self-

170

regulation, positive affect, and cognitive flexibility, and negatively related with depression,

171

anxiety, stress and negative affect (Cowden & Meyer-Weitz, 2016; Grant et al., 2002; Lyke,

172

2009; Silvia & Phillips, 2011). In reference to SSR, coping insight is characterised by

173

enhanced self-awareness of response patterns to stressors encountered, and principles on the

174

nature of stress and coping across time and context (Falon et al., 2020; Grant et al., 2002).
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175

Engaging in SSR provides individuals with insights on their coping responses to experienced

176

stressors, which in turn strengthens capacities that maximise resilient outcomes to future

177

stressors (Crane, Kangas, Karin et al., 2020). Adopting a self-distanced perspective during

178

the reflection process is expected to augment one’s coping insight obtained via SSR because

179

psychologically distancing oneself from the event allows people to focus on elements from

180

the experience most salient to their broader, abstract goals (Kross et al., 2005; MacGregor et

181

al., 2017; Rees et al., 2018).

182

Knowledge of the conditions in which and people for whom intervention effects are

183

strongest also has important implications for theory and practice. We consider curiosity and

184

stress mindsets as individual difference factors that have the potential to alter the effects of

185

stressor self-reflections on psychological well-being and ill-being. Curiosity as an individual

186

difference factor reflects an internalised desire to learn new information and engage in new

187

experiences (Grossnickle, 2016). Behaviourally, curiosity functions in terms of seeking out,

188

exploring, and immersing oneself in situations where there is an expectation of expanding

189

upon one’s knowledge and existing competencies (Grossnickle, 2016; Kashdan et al., 2018;

190

von Stumm & Ackerman, 2013). Conceptualised in this way, we might expect athletes with

191

higher levels of curiosity to benefit most from stressor self-reflections because the meta-

192

cognitive activity itself is likely to be perceived as intrinsically motivating (e.g., enjoyable,

193

satisfying; Sheldon, 2014). In other words, individuals with higher levels of curiosity are

194

most likely to embrace stressor experiences proactively via the SSR approach tested here,

195

which in turn is expected to foster resilient capacities (e.g., psychological flexibility) and

196

beneficial outcomes in terms of psychological well-being (Kashdan et al., 2018).

197

Athletes’ stress mindsets are another individual difference variable that we expect will

198

alter the strength of the effect of stressor reflections because they fundamentally change the

199

nature of stress regulation efforts for people. Formally defined, stress mindsets reflect one’s
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200

cognitive frame or lens regarding the adaptive or maladaptive nature of stressful

201

circumstances for learning, growth, development, and functioning (Crum et al., 2013a). In

202

other words, stress mindsets reflect people’s interpretations of stressful circumstances as

203

either ‘good’ or ‘bad’ for them. People who believe stressful situations provide opportunities

204

for optimising learning, growth, development, and functioning are said to hold a ‘stress-as-

205

enhancing’ mindset, whereas individuals who view stressors primarily as threats to them are

206

described as ‘stress-as-debilitating’ mindset (Crum et al., 2013a). Observational and

207

experimental evidence supports the adaptive nature of stress-as-enhancing mindsets for a

208

broad range of cognitive (e.g., greater cognitive flexibility, increase in attentional bias

209

towards positive stimuli), emotional (e.g., increases in positive affect), and behavioural (e.g.,

210

greater persistence through training) outcomes (Crum et al., 2013a, 2013b; Crum et al., 2017;

211

Smith et al., 2020).We therefore expect individuals who hold a ‘stress-as-enhancing mindset’

212

will engage proactively and optimally with stressor self-reflections because the meta-

213

cognitive process provides a means by which to optimise future experiences with stressors

214

and therefore achieve value goals.

215

Overview of the Current Study

216

The aims of this study are to test the effectiveness of two types of stressor reflection

217

approaches on psychological well-being and ill-being, and examine potential mediators

218

(coping insight) and moderators (curiosity and stress mindsets) of this primary effect. We

219

also aim to examine the moderating effect of self-distanced reflections on the association

220

between stressor experiences and psychological well-being and ill-being.

221

Primary Study Hypotheses

222

1. Guided by recent evidence (e.g., Kross & Ayduk, 2017; Orvell et al., 2019), we

223

expect athletes who reflect from a self-distanced perspective for 5 weeks to report

224

greater (a) psychological well-being, (b) coping insight, and (c) lower psychological
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ill-being post-intervention, when compared to individuals who reflect from a self-

226

immersed perspective.

227
228
229

11

2. We expect the experimental effect of self-distanced reflections on psychological wellbeing and ill-being will be mediated by coping insight.
3. It is expected that self-distanced reflections will moderate the effect of stressor

230

experiences on psychological well-being and ill-being, such that (i) the negative effect

231

of stressor experiences on psychological well-being, and the (ii) positive effect of

232

stressor experiences on psychological ill-being will be weakened when athletes

233

engage in self-distanced reflections.

234

4. Curiosity and stress mindsets will moderate the effect of stressor reflections on

235

psychological well-being and ill-being, such that the experimental effect of a self-

236

distanced perspective will be strongest when individuals report higher levels of these

237

individual difference factors.

238
239
240

Methods
Participants and Sample Size Justifications
[name blinded for peer-review] Human Research Ethics Committee approved this

241

study prior to implementation. Athletes from the baseline assessment who express an interest

242

to participate in the 5-week reflections program and provide consent will determine the

243

available sample size for this study. For context, power simulations for a design and test

244

combination that excludes clustering indicated that ~200 and ~120 participants will provide

245

80% power to detect moderate effects (SMD = .40 and .50, respectively) with regard to the

246

primary hypothesis (H1) [see the OSF project page: https://bit.ly/3g0SIHK]. The sensitivity

247

of our design and test combination is reduced if we apply an adjustment for clustering using

248

the formula 1 + (m-1)ρ, where m is the number of participants per team or squad and ρ is the

249

intra-class correlation (ICC; Campbell et al., 2004). For example, if we estimate the size of a
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250

team or squad as six athletes with an ICC of .05, we would require ~250 and ~150 to achieve

251

80% power to detect moderate effects (SMD = .40 and .50, respectively). Although we expect

252

some degree of attrition across the study period, the use of linear mixed effects models

253

enables all participants who provided baseline assessments to be retained thereby minimising

254

loss of power.

255

Research Design

256

We will conduct a single blind, parallel group, cluster randomised controlled trial

257

encompassed by a 2 (condition: self-distanced, self-immersed) x 2 (time: baseline and post-

258

intervention) mixed factorial design. Participants will be requested to complete the

259

intervention and survey package online via Qualtrics.

260

Experimental Conditions

261

Athletes will be cluster randomised into experimental groups by sporting team or

262

squad to minimise potential contamination effects (e.g., discussing reflection strategies with

263

athletes in their team or squad). We generated the blocked allocation sequence using Sealed

264

EnvelopeTM (https://www.sealedenvelope.com/simple-randomiser/v1/lists). The

265

randomisation schedule will be concealed from the project manager (EM) until the moment

266

of group assignment, all of which will occur electronically (e.g., email invitations).

267

Participants in both conditions will be asked weekly to reflect on and write down their

268

reflections of the most stressful event or situation they experienced over the past week for a

269

period of 5 weeks. Participants in the self-distanced group will be asked to reflect on their

270

experience from a third-person perspective (e.g., visualising yourself as a sports coach

271

standing on the sidelines watching yourself experiencing the event from afar). For the self-

272

immersed condition, participants will be asked to reflect on the experience from a first-person

273

perspective, as if they are reliving the experience. Questions in both conditions focus on core

274

elements from the systematic self-reflection model (Crane, Searle, Kangas, et al., 2019)
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275

including: (1) self-awareness and triggers, (2) awareness of one’s values in relation to the

276

stressor, (3) awareness of strategies applied to the stressor, (4) evaluation of strategy

277

effectiveness considering one’s values, and (5) constructive adaptions of one’s strategies in

278

order to improve their coping and emotion regulatory approach to future stressors. Full details

279

of each experimental condition is provided in the supplementary material. Both conditions

280

will complete their reflections once a week online via Qualtrics.

281

We will utilise the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker et al.,

282

2015) program to analyse first person pronoun use (e.g., I, me) as a proxy for the thought

283

content of participants’ self-reflections. Reflections will also be analysed manually with the

284

assistance of coding guidelines established in previous literature (e.g., Kross et al., 2005),

285

whereby ratings on the extent to which recounting and reconstruing characterized each

286

reflection combines to form a reconstruing index (Kross & Ayduk, 2008). Reconstruing will

287

be operationalised as reflections that depict change in the way participants initially

288

understood the event and their initial psychological response, and reflections that indicate

289

participants reflected on their past experience from a broad perspective (e.g., I thought about

290

how my behavioural response to this situation was not necessary for that time and place). In

291

contrast, recounting will consist of reflections describing the event, behaviours, and emotions

292

experienced by the participant (Kross & Ayduk, 2008).

293

Measures

294

Stressor experiences. Athletes will assess the nature of the stressors they experienced

295

over the past month using the Organisational Stressor Indicator for Sport Performers (OSI-

296

SP; Arnold et al., 2013). The OSI-SP consists of 23 stressor experiences that cover five broad

297

areas relating to goals and development (e.g., the development of one’s sporting career),

298

logistics and operations (e.g., funding allocations in one’s sport), team and culture (e.g., the

299

responsibilities that one has on their team), coaching (e.g., the relationship one has with their
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300

coach), and selection (e.g., how one’s team is selected; Arnold et al., 2013). Participants

301

assess each stressor using a 6-point response scale for frequency (0 = never, to 5 = always)

302

and intensity (0 = no demand, to 5 = very high) dimensions; we excluded the duration (0 = no

303

time, to 5 = a very long time) dimension to minimise participant burden. There is sufficient

304

reliability and validity evidence for test scores obtained with the OSI-SP in a sporting context

305

and across cultures (e.g., Arnold et al., 2013; Arnold et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018). We will

306

compute an average score for frequency and intensity elements for each of the five categories

307

of stressor experiences in sport.

308

Self-reflective practices. Athletes will be asked to self-report their engagement in

309

self-reflective practices using a bespoke tool designed to capture the key elements of the

310

systematic self-reflection model of resilience strengthening (Crane, Searle, Kangas, et al.,

311

2019). This tool is provided in the supplementary material. Briefly, participants will be asked

312

to describe a stressful situation or event they have experienced over the past month in their

313

sporting environment (e.g., completing a time trial during a training session) because

314

reflections are optimised when they are contextualised to a specific experience or event

315

(Hankin et al., 2004; Harkness & Monroe, 2016). Subsequently, participants will complete 12

316

items to assess their levels of engagement in stressor self-reflective practices. Items will

317

capture their self-awareness and values in relation to the stressor, evaluation of self-

318

regulatory strategy effectiveness, and future adaptations to coping and emotion regulatory

319

strategies. All responses will be captured using a sliding scale from 0 to 100 (e.g., 0 =

320

completely unaware, to 100 = completely aware). We will compute a composite average

321

score of all 12 items for athletes’ engagement in stressor self-reflective practices.

322

Spontaneous self-distancing. We will use a single item to assess participants’

323

tendency to reflect in a self-immersed or self-distanced perspective: “When you reflect on

324

stressor experiences, in general, to what extent did you do so as if you were a distanced
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325

observer of what was happening (i.e., watched the event unfold from the perspective of an

326

observer, in which you could see yourself from afar) vs. an immersed participant in the

327

experience (i.e., saw the event replay through your own eyes as if you were right there)?”

328

Participants will answer this question on a seven-point scale, ranging from 1 (predominantly

329

immersed participant) to 7 (predominantly distanced observer). An ‘unsure’ option will be

330

available, if participants are unaware of the reflection style they use. This item represents an

331

adaptation of approaches utilised in past work (e.g., Ayduk & Kross, 2010; Grossman &

332

Kross, 2010).

333

Coping insight. Participants will complete a bespoke scale developed for this study

334

that is informed by a systematic self-reflection model of resilience strengthening (Crane,

335

Searle, Kangas, et al., 2019) and which aims to capture the coping insights that emerge from

336

adaptive self-reflection (Crane, Kangas, Karin, et al., 2020). This tool is provided in the

337

supplementary material. Participants will complete items assessing their development of

338

coping insights from their engagement in the five self-reflection practices of the systematic

339

self-reflection model (e.g., self-awareness, evaluation of self-regulatory strategy

340

effectiveness). All responses will be captured using a 7-point response scale (1 = not at all, to

341

7 = almost always) to indicate the degree to which each of the statements is true. We will

342

compute a composite average score of all 13 items for athletes’ coping insights.

343

Psychological well-being. Participants will complete the 15-item Well-Being Profile

344

(WBP), which provides a global snapshot of one’s well-being (Marsh et al., 2020). Items are

345

assessed using a 9-point response scale (1 = completely disagree, to 9 = completely agree) to

346

indicate the degree to which each statement reflects their personal circumstances in a sporting

347

context over the past month. There is preliminary evidence to support the reliability and

348

validity of test scores obtained with the WBP (Marsh et al., 2020). We will compute an

349

average score of all 15 items that reflects athletes’ global well-being.
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Psychological ill-being. Athletes will complete two scales to assess the presence of

351

depression (Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [PHQ-9]; Kroenke et al., 2001) and anxiety

352

symptoms (Generalised Anxiety Disorder Scale [GAD-7]; Spitzer et al., 2006). For

353

depression, athletes will assess the number of days over the past month they have

354

experienced a particular depressive symptom in relation to their sporting experiences (e.g.,

355

feeling tired or having little energy) using a 4-point response scale (0 = not at all, to 4 =

356

nearly every day). There exists adequate reliability and validity evidence of test scores

357

obtained using the PHQ-9 in clinical settings (e.g., Gilbody et al., 2007; Kroenke et al.,

358

2001), amongst adolescents (Richardson et al., 2010), and across cultures (e.g., Ganguly et

359

al., 2013). We will compute a total score between 0 to 27 points that reflects athletes’ severity

360

of depression symptoms. For anxiety, participants will respond to 7-items in terms of how

361

often, over the past month, they have experienced a particular anxiety symptom due to

362

engagement in their sport (e.g., feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge) using a 4-point response

363

scale (0 = not at all, to 4 = nearly every day). Acceptable reliability and validity evidence of

364

test scores exists for the GAD-7 in the general population (e.g., Löwe et al., 2008) and across

365

cultures (Hinz et al., 2017; Sousa et al., 2015). We will compute the total score between 0 to

366

21 points to reflect the severity of anxiety symptoms in athletes.

367

Curiosity. Athletes will indicate their motivation and willingness to seek out new

368

information and novel and uncertain experiences using the 10-item Curiosity and Exploration

369

Inventory II (CEI-II; Kashdan et al., 2009). Items are assessed using a 5-point scale (1 = very

370

slightly or not at all, to 5 = extremely) to reflect one’s general tendencies for each statement.

371

There exists sufficient reliability and validity of test scores obtained with the CEI-II in the

372

general population (Kashdan et al., 2011, 2013). We will compute the average of all 10 items

373

to create an overall curiosity score.
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Stress mindsets. Athletes will rate the extent to which they believe the effects of

375

stress are enhancing or debilitating using the 8-item Stress Mindset Measure (SMM; Crum et

376

al., 2013). Participants will report their degree of endorsement of 8 items (e.g., the effects of

377

stress are negative and should be avoided), using a 5-point scale (0 = strongly disagree, to 4

378

= strongly agree). There exists sufficient reliability and validity evidence for test scores

379

obtained with the SMM (Horiuchi et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019; Kilby & Sherman, 2016).

380

We will compute an average score of all 8 items to reflect athletes’ stress mindset.

381

Treatment expectations. Using an adaptation from previous work (Boot et al., 2013),

382

athletes will assess their expectations of the self-reflection strategy to which they are assigned

383

using a single item as follows: “To what extent do you believe that writing reflections on

384

stressor experiences from a first person/third person point of view will enable you to better

385

deal with stress in the future?” Both groups will assess this item on a sliding scale from

386

completely useless [0%] to completely beneficial [100%].

387

Procedure

388

All study procedures will be executed online using the Qualtrics platform. Consenting

389

participants will first complete baseline assessments of stressor experiences, self-reflective

390

practices, spontaneous self-distancing, coping insight, psychological well-being and ill-being,

391

curiosity, stress mindsets, and treatment expectations. Subsequently, athletes will be grouped

392

by their sporting team and cluster-randomised to one of two experimental conditions in which

393

they will be asked to complete a 15 min reflection at the end of each week for a period of 5

394

weeks using either a self-immersed or self-distanced reflection perspective. Text message

395

reminders will be sent to participants on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday mornings to prompt

396

them to complete the reflection over the weekend in their own time. On completion of the 5-

397

week reflection period, participants will complete post-intervention assessments of stressor
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399

psychological well-being and ill-being.

400

Statistical Analyses

401
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We will assess the study hypotheses using a mixed-effects analysis of covariance

402

(ANCOVA; H1), whereby the baseline score of the outcome variable (e.g., psychological

403

well-being) will be included as a covariate and the sporting team or training squad as the

404

clustering factor (see here for an example: https://gamlj.github.io/mixed_example2.html).

405

Moderator analyses will be performed to examine the differential effects of stressor

406

experiences on psychological well-being and ill-being as a function of reflection type (H3),

407

and the effect of self-distanced reflections on psychological well-being and ill-being as a

408

function of self-reported curiosity and stress (H4). We will use jamovi (The jamovi project,

409

2020) to examine H1 and H3-4 (modmed package). Mediation analyses (H2) will be

410

performed to assess the degree to which the effect of self-distanced reflections on

411

psychological well-being and ill-being occurs via athletes’ coping insights. Consistent with

412

recommendations (MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015), we will examine mediation effects within a

413

structural equation modelling framework via Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2017) and apply two

414

statistical approaches to optimise causal interpretations. First, we will conduct sensitivity

415

analyses to estimate confounder bias via average causal mediation effect and the left out

416

variables error (LOVE) method. Second, we will statistically adjust the mediation effect of M

417

on Y with participants’ treatment expectations, and compare this adjusted model with an

418

unadjusted model. We will execute assumption tests prior to the main analyses using existing

419

guidelines for ANCOVA (e.g., Field et al., 2012), including the Shapiro-Wilko test to assess

420

normality of residual variances, Levene’s test to assess homogeneity of variances between

421

conditions, homogeneity of regression slopes, and ANOVA to test independence of the

422

covariate and experimental effect.
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